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Have People
Will Travel

Spokane Juvenile Court
Charged ''lntompetent"
By Eastern Professor

By Jeanne Bergmark
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People with various interests
ar,e looking forward to the• "Car11e.dian Rocktes" field trip sponsored -by Eastern's Geology Depar:tmel/lt.
.
'I'hr.rs,e planning to journey on
the Cfitnadian tour will leave on
,,\uguE1,t 8th from Cheney and
p:roceed to Cranbrook, B. C., via
U. S. and Canada 95. The tour
·Mill enable those with speclalizr.!d int,ere11ts to study and obstirve rdck1s1, fossil, and natural
~·esourcE1s.
The t,·av't?ling groups will include single students, young
married cc,uples, family groups,
g.e ology teachers, sociologists,
and tholse interested In observ ing the 11cenic beauty of Canada.
The age,~ ru ge from 3-year-olds
to those of retirement age. The
t rip rn rlkesigned for observation
of ph~•sical landscapes and a
rea1J.titk field labratory. These
people wlll be able! to see a true
oicture of what they've been
.~tudying from their texts.
Advanc:ed field trips have been
sp'>nsored by Eastern since the
early l.920's, except during the
war. Dr·. Otis Freeman conducted
the firs\t field trips taken by geologists, :!lnd inter,et.1Jted students.
The fir/st/ field trip in 1~?,9 was
taken 'toy air-travel ovel' Grand
Coulee 11}am in an old-model
plane. Other field trips. were
ti~ken to parts of the Pacific
Northweist, Alaska, and as, far B,s
chtcag10.
'rhe \inajority of travelexis plan
tu cam;p out and live close to na •
ture d\lr:~ng this two-week excurt:iop. S 1' e will be traveling with
trallers 11nq c~.fnpel's for hl(')using.
Otr;ier~ ~1,viIJJ treat themselves to
tl'w lm1c11r:yi of Can~dlan motels
at1,1i:l re5jorts1,
~\1an3 pil an to captur,~• the
sc,r.1nic bea\,lty with theh' mo\lrle
camera,i. Experienced photogrl,'!.~hers\ wm be planning motlon
p1.<.'turerii and slides to show theit
fritmds a,nd relathr.es. Teachers,
wiU be photogr,~phlng ge,J.graphic r~gions //or class-room use.
Whme History •a nd Earth Sci.•
ence teachers will be s.tudying
lStnd formg, glaciers, and geological featur,as of the area, the soclologh1ts will l;le observ-ing the
mining and farming communitielJi of Bart and Calgary. Others
will be ~tudying the material
amd variety of resources tor rec•
,i-eation.
ll'rancis Schadegg, Professor of
Geology and Geography, will be
co11)ductlng the field trip to the
•"Cl nadlart, Rockies" this summer.
;J\'IJ/1. Schad-egg, in directing this
11~dvanced field trip, hope!i' it will
lbe as educational and enjoyable
&!11 those he has conducted in
P'llll!Vious vears.

By Ralph G. C6nnor, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Sociology

Sixty-five years ago on the 1st of July, the first Juvenile
Court in the United States, and the first in the . world became o erative in Cook_ Co_unty Illinois. At that time · and
·in the early decades of this century, it was confident y
·felt that this was the definitive answer to the problem of
delinquency. Today, we are no longer so naively optimistic,
l'argely •b ecause most of our knowledge about delinquency
has been accumulated since the founding of the juvenile
courts. Furthermore, in the early days of the juvenile
court there was no inkling of the present-day wealth of
social agencies and the broad range of skilled and highly
professionalized services they are prepared to extend to
people who need help. The juvenile courts, then, came into
existence in the absence of adequate knowledge about delinquency, and in a society lacking in the social agencies
and the highly trained professional personnel that modern
knowledge and experience indicate are needed. It is well to
bear in mind tha't if modern knowledge and present-day
agencies and personnel had been available at the time the
juvenile courts were founded, in all likelihood a very different kind of structure would have resultP.rl .

C<;1rolyn Stanforc~I
Returns To EW.S11:

Eastern Washington State College summer artist se des
will pr~sent rnezzo soprano Carol~•n Stanford tonigh.t at
8 :15 in Showalter Auditorium. In her secon1d perfo:nn11lnce
at E"WSC Miss Stanford wilJ present selections ranging fa•om
the classical greats to folk songs and spirituals.

Miss Stanford has toured Eu•
rope and Canada as well as the
United States and audiences everywhere have received her concerts with sta1~ding ovations.
Her most recent appearances
include singing 1,v ith the San
Franc!sco,
Philadelphia,
and
Cleveland symphony orchestras
under the batons or Arthur Field-

PJ,i/osopl,y Professor
Has 'First' Plate Habit
Dr. J. Brenton Stearns, assistant proressor of p.hilosc >phy
at Eastern has been awarded $500 first prize for hirI es-say, "Ideal Rule Utilitarianiijm and the Content of D11ct y."
The essay was entered in a contest sponsored by the Leonard
Nelson Foundation, ir1 Sca,~sdale,
New York.
Dr.. Stearns has won · about
.$2,825 in first-place awards in the
five essay contests he has entered

Acock Interns as
~~qyor's Secretary
8,y Jim Kim
E\'WSC s·tudenit Al Acock descrH1>ed his wolrk in the office of
1SP9(kane May-or Neal R. Fossel!n
as' 11 "wond,?rful experience."
J. fcock, a junlar and a political
sd,~nc~1 major at Eastern., is one
of the colfoge students particlp~ 1ing in the summer t"ubllc Af~a.irs Intern progrftm spon ored
b~r the Center for Educ:atlon in
Pi litics, Spokane area.
~orking in the place of the
,, a~or's secretarY, for the time
r. 1>eillig, he takes pho11e- calls, receives visitors, 1a1 camzes the
mayor's meetin~s. ti.:!:tf attends

er, E gene Ormnndy a11d Robert
Shaw,
S\.1mmer tour presentatlons
will include college appearimces and performances with .: ymphony orchestras on both co1asts.
Miss Stanford wm ale:o be the
featured artist on the Ala11kan
Music Tr ail -Concert tour.

Mayor Fossecn·s briefing~ and
city council meetings.
. His polite mann r to the viRitors who come to see the mayor
is impressive. He stand up to
greet thern, looking neat and
all-American ftn a dark bu lness
suit.
He said there is much to learn
trom the "complexity" of the loc41l government-Us organization
aJ1d functions.
Six elected councilmen of SpokJne decide on various measure
fQr the betterment or d velop.
l'ru;i'lt of ttie ~ity. Th mavor I
contlnutKI on peg 3

The highest amount was $1,5(•~. on
an essay entitled, "What Car Science tell us about the I atu re of
Man." The !east amom1t hE1 has
won ls $25, on an essav.'·1Jih1to1rical
Connection Between Phenon t,malism and the I1r1ventlon of the i Mo- ·
,bile Movie Camera."
Dr. Stearns remarked thm h
entered an ,~ssay in a crn1test
about a year ago but has noi received a reply so presumes e did
not win; "but then," he rem1u 1k ed
philosophically, "you can't win
them a11"

Free Bali 9an1cir:

Offered IWSt,C
Tomorrow night's
baE1et ,all
game between Spokane cmd
Portland at l'h~ Fairgroun Js in
Spokan t_ free to a 1 EWS( ' s·iu.
dents.
This is one of five games d u Ing , ummer quarter whic \111ill
free to Eastern students.
Students should present th elr
ASB card_ 3-t •he main ga :e .for
Admi ton.

No Basis for Vesting Sole
Authority In Courts
One consequence ot the founding of the juvenile courts under
these circumstances was that
sole authority for deallng with
the problem children, and the
children's problems that concerned society was ve~ted in
these juvenile courts. This is nnt
necessarily bad, but at the same
time it is far from necessary.
Society seldom invests sole responsibility, let alone sole authority for the performance of a
particular function in a single
agency. For example, in education, which is also a crucia1
function for young people, neither responsibility nor authority
is invested solely in pub~ir:
schools. Instead both are shared
with
private ' schools, trade
schools, apprentice programs, industrial training programs, service schools, etc. Just so, there is
no inherent necessity for dependent and neglected children, or
behavior-problem children as
distinct from children who commit criminal acts,· to be subject
to the authority of the juvenile
court. And, there is no evidence
whatever to support a contention
that only the juvenile court
could manage these children.
Separation of Responsibility
And Authority Major
Weakness
At the time of the founding of
the juvenile courts, in the absen<!e of the variety of agencies
presently working with children,
the juvenile courts had to accept
responsibility as well as wield
authority. That is, to the extent
that -anything was done, it was
rgely' done by the court beause of the absence of other
gencies. Today, however, with a
ide variety of agencies manned
,b y highly trained professional
!personnel, the major burden of
responsibility for treatment and
management is carried by ·agencies other than the juvenile
court,· although sole authority
still resides with the court.
This separation of responsibility and authority is respon ible
for a major weakness of the ju·
venlle court 1as it is found today.
The juvenile court is crucial and
central to the efficiency and operation of the n etwork of agencies and resources serving children, not only in the local com·
munity, but statewide.
Our state is developing a large
and varied complex of institutions tor the treatment of juve-

·nile delinquents, and these institutions depend upon the local
juvenile courts for referrals.
However, these referrals must be
intelligently made on the basis
of professional knowledge, for
not only must the local juvenile
court not burden the state facilities wlth inappropriate referrals,
but it must have .sufficient professional insight into the problems of children to detect and
refer at an early age those childr~n who coulq be significantly
helped by such early referral.
When the probation officers do
not have professional training
they fail to make these distinctions, disturbed children who
need help are denied it, and
commi ment to the state agencies becom~s a "last resort"
measure when it is too late to do
much good.
Professional Competence of
Probation Staff Is
Crucial
The relationship of the juvenile court to the local community agencies and resources is
even more ·crucial, for upon the
professional compete~ce of the
probation staff rests much of the
responsibility for intelligent use
nf ,..,,r1 cooperaUnn with them.
continued on page
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.Candidate for Gov.
Speaks 01 Campus

S

Republican candidate for governor, Daniel J. Evans, whose
campaign slogan is "No Third
Term" will open the summer
quarter's Koffee Korner at 10:30
Thursday, in the Terrace room.
A discussion period will follow
the talk on which a topic has not
yet been indicated. Free coffee
will be served.
Evans, who is making a re~urn
trip to Eastern, was a principal
spokesman for the Republican
party in. the last session of the
House of Representative~
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Guest Editor
By
ED. -NOTE: Brad Nixon is the president of the
Young Republican Club ·on Eastern's campus.

Brad Nixon

Prostitutio~ of the Republican Party
· By ··Brad Nixon

I am going to speak about prostitutionthe prostitution of sensibility and intelligence done to you if you're a Republican,
as I am. The harlot is the far right, the
e~otio~alists, the fear spreaders, and the
distrusting. As Republicans we should
i closely examine what the so~called "main
stream" of thought is today. Is it the sane
sensible, unemotional, realistic Republi:
canism that has characterized the party
for past decades, that is professed by such
romantic escapists as Sam Parks and other such so-called Republicans or has
alarmism and fear taken over to 'bring the
party to its greatest defeat in 30 years?
As an intelligent Republican can you
stand by and watch your party ruined by
radicals who ask for your support and patr~nage by telling you they stand for such
things as "trees, daffodils, sunshine, ivycovered bricks, skinned knees, popcorn
football, children, burned toast, and th~
Golden Rule; or other such far right nonsense as enforcing the Monroe Doctrine
without realizing that it stipulates that not
only will no interference in our hemisphere
be tolerated, but that we shall not enter
into the affairs of any other country either?
Can you as a reasoning conservative be
duped by a super patriot who expects your
vote by telling you half truths such as
standing for the gold standard without
telling you what the gold standard would
do to our economy, or as Sam Parks does,
for "schools which teach individualism, not
collectivism" · I
What has happened to the Republican
p_arty that f~r decades supplied responsible leadership? Must we give up all contact with sensible policy and qualified
leadership to fight the threat of Communism? Why has the party changed in fourshort years from one with positive programs to one of negatism, doubt. and dis- '

:Offic·ial Notice

1

ASCBudget
Not In 'Red'

Anger blows out the lamp of the mind.
.

Court
(Continued
from Page 1)

Dr. Ralph G. Connor
While the state has its own
diagnostic center with a staff of
professionally trained experts to
select the particular agency and
kind of treatment for a particu•
lar case, the referral to local
agencies and resources, is a func tion of the probation .staff of the
juvenile court. .
It requires competent professional training to insure that the
right children are referred to the
right agencies in the right way
and at the right time, for if they
are not, this prevents local
agencies and resources from operating effectively.
••. . When They Are Good • :•
It is at this point that the
separation of responsibility and
authority becomes distressingly
important. It can be said of juvenile courts, in paraphrase of
the old nursery rhyme, that
when they are good they are
very, very good and when they
are bad they are awful. ·A good
juvenile court with a competent,
professionally trained staff will
cooperate actively and closely
with the agencies and resources
.

enabled to make better referrals
to these agencies.
In addition, this good juventle
court
solves the problem of the
1
separation of responsibility and
, authority by transferring au1 thority
to the agency at the
same time that it transfers responsibility. This is done by re1 manding the child in the case to
the custody of the agency whtle
the juvenile court retains wardship over the 'Child. This allows
the agency to proceed in its own
way in working with the child
·and to make such changes and
adjustments as changing clrcum' stances and good professional
1
judgment indicate.
''When They Are Bad . :•
The opposite extreme, the case
of "when they are bad they are
awful" occurs when the juvenile
court does not have a competent
professionally trained staff, and
at the same time refuses to
. transfer authority at the time
that it transfers responsibllity.
This is the case in which the
probation staff retains custod~
and only refers or assigns the
child to the agency for care and
~aintenance.
Here, the best efforts of a professionally trained and highly
competent staff in the local
. agencies can be completely
frustrated by the inept incompetence of a probation staff
l acking in professional training.
Furthermore, it must be emphasized that almost all of these
cases referred to local agencies
in this manner are cases ln
which, as was pointed out in the
beginning, there is no inherent
. necessity for the juvenile court
either to have or to keep author.
ity.
1

.

·of the community. Because of
.t h_is cooperation the probat~on
s taff will know the character s . t ics a nd procedures of th e ~gen-

1

T? ·MR.. H~LSIN~ (ec~nomics): We're still chuckling
over a st~tistical w~z~rd hke yol.!rself ,admitting that h is
baro~et~r. for pre~1ctmg economic activity rests on such
unscienti_f1e underpinnings as the length of milady's skirts
Short. sknt-1good economic activity; long skirt--a slowed
down economy. Ho! 1Ho !
*
~
*
*
TO THE f ACULTY: Any special reason why you expect
your dishes m the sub lounge to walk down by themselves,

trust? Why have we allowed Republican*
*
*
*
.
ism to be dragged down to such depths,.
TO _THE GROUNDS CREW: Just wondering why we';re
where only a great loss and a drastic self
watering students and sidewalks instead of grass this sumpurge will bring it back to the responsible,
mer?
sane and rational level that has character*
•
*
•
ized it in the past?
TO _THE ~MPUS CLOCK-MAN: Ever notice that every
. ~very true Republican ( and the far right
:clock 1n Martin !!al~ keeps a different time while the one ·inJ
1sn t) has the duty to be informed and
,the harbor hasn t ticked all quarter?
~
aware of the •destruction that has been
done to this party, and beware of those
1
people who would give him a simple answ~r 3:nd a. false cause fo~ which to fight,
while i~nonng t!'ie real issue of presenting
. The ~nglish Clearance Test will be ~iven for the last!
a cognizant, rational plan for taking over
tm:ie
this q~a~er at 1 p.m., July 14, in room 202 of the'
the government he so freely criticises.
Science
Bmld1ng.
'
The Republican party does have good 1
leaders and true Republicans (Scranton ;
and Rockefeller), men who are calm unpalllng deflclencles have been
pointed out to the judges of
afraid and rational, ready to present posi-•
the Spokane county courts and
' tive plans of action. They are the real Reliterally nothing has been done
publicans. It wasn't until the advent of the
to
improve conditions.
far right (all the way from Sam Parks
Almost a year ago a formal
and Mike Odell, to Goldwater) that there · report detailing some of the mawas any real thought as to a split in the
jor difficulties and the measures
party, and had these negative elements not•
needed to remedy them and improve the effectiveness of the ju The fiscal year of 1963-64 endinterfered there would be no "liberal" or!
'venile court was presented to the ed on June 30. The 1964-65 budg"conservative'' Republicans. There has al-i
judges and made public. Since iets got· under way on July 1. Bob
way been one true kind of Republican and,
that
time a number of interested . · Clark, past treasurer said "the
the John Birch Society and all of the ~ther1
agencies
and individuals in Spo- 11963-64 budget came' out in the
kooks who have taken over the party don't!
kane county have joined with I black, not in the red." A few had
even approach the true Republican.
the authors of the original re- •·b een overspent but the ones that
It seems a shame that the party is going
port in the compilation of a !had been underspent made up
to havt to take a defeat just to rid itself
much more comprehensive report the difference.
of these emotional elements that have
extensively documented by sta- -~surped the lea~ership, but I feel the price
tistics and case histories, and in considerable part are respon-·
is worth the gai~. This type of group alsupported by data from a year- sible for the fact that this situlong study of policies, practices, ation has prevailed for 13 years.
ways grows too hberal even for itself and
and
procedures in all the juveFinau
th·
t
·1
though its destruction is assured, I wonnile courts of the four northwest sent to Y,Spokane
is repor
Wl 1 precounty
details
der if the partr will recover without perstates
of
Washington,
Oregon,
for
reorganization
and
improvemanent scar tissue from its radical atIdaho, and Montana.
ment that will insure that this
tackers?
Report to Blast Deficiencies · situation is remedied.
Now is the time for good Republicans to
Of Juvenile Court
A Better Juvenile Court for
wake up and realize that their party has
This second report to be re The Same Money
be~n prostituted from within.
On Tuesday, June 30, a new

! cy tnat mul.!h- bet er and will be

Juvenile

the STAFF'

leased this fall, wilf irrefutably
demonstrate the deficiencies of
the present juvenile court establishment, and the need for
sweeping changes and improvements. It will demonstrate the
need tor a competent professionally trained staff. It will document the capricious and arbitrary exercise of authority by the
existing staff.
It will document the frustration of the skilled efforts of professionally trained personnel in
other community agencies because of the arbitrary and inappropriate exercise of authority
by the present professionally unqualified staff. It will expain the
defects in the present organi7.ation of the juvenile court that

Arbitrary Exercise of Authority Condemned
This is bad enough, 'but if it is
accompanied, as it sometimes is,
by capricious and arbitrary ex~rcise of authority, and violation
even of the philosophy of the juvenile court, which is to protect
and avoid stigmatizing children,
then it is absolutely inexcusable
and intolerable.
Such a juvenile court does not
help children, it does not rem•
edy problem behavior, it does
not rehabilitate juveniles who
commit criminal acts, it does
not protect the community from
1
depredation, in fact, it is a hlndrance to the community.
Such a juvenile court actually
prevents the effective operation
of community agencies no matter
how competent and professionally trained their staffs, and
worse still, may actually cause
them to lose valuable staff members since no competent professional will tolerate indefinitely
the frustration of his professional skills in such a fashion. Finally, such a court, lacking in
professional skills and competence, and failing to deal effec- '
tively with juvenile crime, breeds
only contempt for the juvenile
court and for law among the
very juveniles it is supposed to
be rehabilitating.
Appalling Defldencles
Go Unheeded
It should be a matter of the
greatest concern to the dtlzena
of Spokane . county that their •
juv~nlle court suffers from every one of the unpleasant
characteristics and Incompetencies described above. It
should be a matter of even
graver concem that theae___ap- .

community-wide organization for
community improvement came
into existence. This organization
is called Associations for a Better
Community. It has already announced its interest in a number
of improvement projects. We
suggest to the Associations for
a Better Community that it
would be very difficult to find1
a ·project of more importance to:
the community than the improvement of the Spokane County Juvenile Court. Spokane coun ty is spending more than $120,000 per year for its juvenile court.
establishment. For the same
amount of money Spokane coun- 1
ty could have a very, very good
juvenile court establishment.

..--.iiili-----------------·,·_--iioiiii---------..J.
CORRECTION

I say, 22,000 students enrolled at Eastern fo:r the
seven-week session ia a bit much, isn't it? 'Scu:se our
typo. The figure should have been 1,982.
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Professors' Association Drafts
Statement of. Students·' Rights
University authorities have an
obligation to protect the . legal
rights of students who encounter
off-campus police diffieu.lties
while defending ,their "polltical
rights."
This directive ls part of a recent statement submitted by a
committee of the American Association of University Profes:;ors
(AAUP), under the chairmanship
of Phlllip Monypenny, professor
of political science at the University of Illinois.
The statement, which will be
published in the next AAUP Journal with slight modifications,
deals with faculty responsibility
for student academic freedom.
It wm be submitted in its final
form next spring, when its passage would make it national
AAUP official policy.
In addition to the political
rights area, the statement makes
1
it clear that the educational in!stitution should punish only the
violations of its rules accompanylng a student's civil violation, without considering the degree of the civil offense.
·
Students have the same rights
as citizens, and exercise of these
rights on or off campus should
·not· make ·them liable to penalties from the educational institution, according to the statement.
When a student is charged
with a violation of institutional
rules certain procedures are recommended "t6 assure rEJ!Asonable
protection of the student, a fair
determination of the facts and
the application of appropriate
sanctions."
Outlining the ateps to be fol'lowed ID reac:hlng a dec:lslon OD
an lnatltutlonal penalty. the
statement aaya that offenses and
penalties allould be .known to
students In od•cmce Jhrough
publlc:atlon, and should be as
clearly defined•as possible.
Search of atudent residences
should be appropriately authorlied. and atudenta dlac:o-.ered In
Ylolatlon of lnatltuUcnal regu.Ja.
tlona should be Informed ot. their
rights under both the cl-.ll and
unl-.enlty regulatlom.
A student should be notlfled in
writing ·of the charges against
·him, the repprt continues, and his
status within the school should
not be altered until final •a ction
ls taken.
The formality of the hearing
should fit the seriousness of the
crime, with a Hearing Board of
,selected faculty members and
student members if requested,
provided for an otfense · which
may expose the student to serious penalties.
The statement also defines
faculty responsiblllty in the
areas of freedom Of student or_o,_a nlzatlons and student govern-

ernment, the report says faculty
responsibility is "to encourage a
fully representative student self.
government."
Such a government should be
elected by the entire student
b,ody, should have a well-defined
means of participating in the
formulation and application of
/ regulations affecting student con. duct, and should be able to express its opinions on school pol1 icy
and matters of general
student interest.
Another important means of
!maintaining students academic .
freedom, according to the 'report,,
ls to guarantee students the frees
dom to establish their own publications and run them free of
any censorship ot faculty and
administrative advice.
To insure this freedom, student
editors should be selected on the
basis of competence, and should
have independence of acUon in
Iputting out their publications.
!While these students should be 1
protected against . penallties be.cause of disapproval of the pub_llcation's content, its .pages
should be open to representation
:of various points of view.
Students should have the free- ·
dom to establish, publish and
,d istribute their publication on or
off campus without interference
from the faculty or administra•
tlon, the statement says.
In . the TV -radio area, student
directors should be guaranteed
the same freedom of deciding the
content of their productions-in
this case, the freedom of .•programming.
Another facultv resoonsibility

I

tional AA UP oftlce.
In the case of such reports ohe
said he hoped the administra•
tive staff could be helpful in correcting sltua tions where lnjus_tices appeared to have been done
However, no .formal system of
faculty censure will develop, he
added-at least until some time
has passed -and the organization
has seen the type and volume of
cases reported.
A good laugh is sunshine in a
house.-Thackeray,
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The V•a nguard-Portland

Journalism Professor
·Drops Final ;(lass Agrees
Students enrolled in Robert
Webb's copy editing and makeup journalism class will not take
'a final exam this term. Instead,
they have agreed to take part in
an experiment in subject retell•
tion.

I caused wholesale cramming and

physical exhaustion . among students.
·
The letter suggested doing
away with finals or arriving
at a plan whlc:h would take a
good deal of the load off students.
Webb's class decided to try
this system: their final grad~
will be based only on classroom
and home work. They will return

'

Several weeks ago, a letter ap'?eared in The Vanguard in which
a student complained that
many finals during exam week

-too

By Rose Christensen
Any breach of ~onor or decency could cause an Eastern
student to. be arraigned by campus council.
In the .recent sta~e~ent of s~udents' rights, drafted by'
the American Association of Umversity Professors the need
for a clear statement of punishable offenses wa's pointed
up.

Cheating, improper behavior, be pointed out that the student
·1and playing host to a violator of body has a fully free and reprecampus standards are offenses at sentative self-government.
Eastern punishable by council.
Discrimination is out for any
Few students seem t.o be campus organiz.ation since such
aware of the Judicial code, list- policies are very strictly coning these and four other catego- trolled by both the student body
ries of offense. Knowledge of the constitution and the code for
for the· student within tht! insti- code's. contents might change fraternities and sororities.
tution is to insure nondiscrimina- I tke mmds of present violators.
Campus facilities are never
tion by the school on all bases.
Notice of offense is always used by school authorities as
Institutions which limit enroll- given within 24 hours but is oft- cencorship devices. Student pubment because of religious convic- en verbal, sometimes even given lications and broadcasts are comtions, such res~rictions shou,ld be by telephone.
..
pletely free of any censorship or
made clearly known.
Another area the statement faculty or administrative advice.
The report covers three areas touched upon, concerned college They can act independently and
1
of the ttrofessor's responsibility 1 speaker policy. Although the col- represent any viewpoint desired.
as a teacher: Protection of the leges surrounding Eastern have
Campus residences can only
student to insure :freedom of ex- clearly defined and mimeo- be searched with a warrant, ispression, against unjust grading graphed codes for campus speak- , sued by the Cheney police de or evaluation, and , against im- ers, Eastern has only the ap. partment.
proper or harmful disclosure.
proval of a group's faculty adAll in all, though some flies
Freedom of expression implies visor as a guideline. In extreme do appear in the ointment, the
that a student has the right not cases, a vote will be taken by general trend seems to suggest
to accept the truth of everything student council for or against a that EWSC is a pretty good place
he hears in the classroom, the speaker's invitation to campus. I - to be.
statement says. "Knowledge and
This was the case when Gus
academic performance, not beHall
requested permission to
lief, should be the yardstick by
speak
a few years ago and · was
which students are measured."
ref
used
by council.
In grading, the faculty ■h,ould
Although
the policy is definiteprovide for review by an CICCI•
ly
not
a
clear-cut
one, President
demi-:: authority of alt charges by Patterson stated recently
that the
students of prejudice or error.
speaker
"must
be
an
authority
Two subdivisions of the area of
disclosures are dealt with by the in his field and fit in with caminterests and programs."
-statement. . First, t-he personal pus
The academic side of the code
opinions of students by :facwlty asked for an authority to review
members awe confidential. Procharges of prejudice or
tecting from disclosure informa- student
error of an instructor. Neither
, tion about students gained in the Eastern's Board of Academic
ment.
instructor's role is a serious pro- Appeal nor her Standards Board
"'Jim '"l'Ctirphy- ?senior): The
· Connected with the freedom of fessional obligation.
state of Washington needs a refall
into
this
category.
The
two
students to ''organize to promote·
Second, disciplinary crc:ttons boards only exist to give "some duction in taxes. Spokane would
their common interests" is the which do not require suspension flexibility to campus rules.''
have more jobs if the B&O tax
idea that all organizations or dismissal should not be placed
It would be, of course, difficult was reduced . Large corporations
should be nondiscriminatory, and on permanent academic recorda ,if not impossible, to find a fac- can't .afford to start a business
should be free to express their which can be mCDde available to ulty member or members willing here because of the present tax
views without penalty.
, outside parties.
to serve on such a board. Ac- s.truc..ture.
Speaker policy is also conIn all of the areas covered in cording to Dean Hagie, "The givtained in the freedom of organi- its report, the AAUP committee ing of a grade is a very sacred
zation, the AAUP report requittnft gives actions and procedures it thing to an instructor."
M. R. Vortman (senior): The
that "any person who is preserlt- feels are within the realm o:f · ·
A student at Eastern, feeling unemployment problem in Wash1ed by a recognized student or- faculty members, and which are that injustice has been done, ington as part of the national
lganizatlon should be allowed to essential to the "freedom of in- must appeal to the instructor re- situation might be partially allespeak on a college or university quiry and expression" which are sponsible. He can go next to the viated by an international effort
campus."
"essential a ttributes of a commu- department chairman and then to dig a new sea-level AtlanticIn connection with this; the nity of scholars."
the division head before consult- Pacific canal starting at the Gulf
report states. control of the use
Monypenny, whose commiting the Dean but often his ap- of Compeche.
of eampua fac:illtles by student tee was responsible for the first
peal is lost in the shuffle.
organizations shoutJ d not be used uraft of the statement said he
Overall policy seems to be
by school authorities as a cen- hoped its adoption wotlld "stlm•
that one must hove faith In
. Jerry Koll (graduate):- Our
sure devke. "The only controls ulate local chapters of the AAUP
faeul ty ethlc:s and hope that
state, it seems, is saddled with a
whlc:h may be Imposed are .thoH to look at their own campuses
nothing serious occurs.
tax structure which makes the
required by orderly scheduling of and take whatever action they
Concerning discipline a note attraction of business and inthe u,se of space.''
can to br~ng them up to the sug•
will sometimes be atta~hed to a dustry nearly impossible. If our
However, the report continues, gested standard."
student's transcript temporarily, state government can make our
announcements should make it
He said administrations draft- even though the offense involved state more attractive to business
clear that the speaker does not ing new codes on student affairs does not involve suspension or and industry there would follow
necessarily represent the views of would probably make use of his
dismissal.
a natural increase in the number
the entire student body, the fac- committee's report, and that incl - 1 If, in some areas, Eastern of job opportunities for qualified
ulty or the administration.
ents n some of the a re as would 1seems to be lacking, it should ~ersons.
On the subject of student eov- probably be reported to . the__na -

I

I

u.i

_Student Rights
Investigation:at ·EWSC,
Yields Various Flaws

,
I
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to school next fall and take their·
regual final as an experiment to
match the test score with the
grade they received for the class.
Professors are not required to
give exams unless a department
head orders it directly. Webb
hopes to _get an idea of how
much course material will stick
with the students when he sees
,their gra~e'S in t~e fall .
ACQCl(~

c:ontinuecl from page 1" ·-

'·chairman.
oTThe council meefing. ··
All the technical management
the city government is done
Qy the city manager, Sylvan B.
Fulwiler.

ot

·•1 discover Mayor Fosseen is a
dedicated
and
conscientious.
man," Acock remarked "and I
like it here.''
'

The mayor's job -fs classified.
as a part time job but · Mayor
Fosseen works more than 70
hours a week. His salary is only
about $4,000 as compared to $8,·
· 000 paid the councilmen.
Acock plans to teach courses
in local government in a second.
ary school or college. He was
born in New Jersey but has lived
in Spokane for the last five
. vears.
I

For the intern program, he was
gra!lted $400 by the Ford Foundation. He will also earn five
c?lle~e credits for his participation m the program. He is required to ~rite a research paper
based on ~1s summer experience.
Late this summer he is going
to work for the city manager.

J. Thomas Wood (senior): I
think that the best remedy for
unemployment in the state of
Washington would be the· deemphasis of federal projects such
as military installations and· defense p~ojects and a more active
emphasis towar~ private stable
lIJdustries..
Joe Barrow (senior): Employ.'·
ment in Washington is greatly
hampered by the long existing
conservative attitude of the general population and their economic leaders. I think the first
step to business rejuvenation involves an embracement of Uber_al leadership and an invitation
to outside industries through the
removal of commerdal blockrule_s.

QUESTION FOR NEXT WEEK:

Do you think federal marshalls
should be sent to Mississippi to
protec:t the civil rights workers?
Please submit answers to the
Easterner office, room 202, SUB,
by noon, Friday.

1"

~ioialBEs;; T~Aid Negro College Teae/,ers
I WASHINGTON,

(CPS) - The
Carnegia Corp. and the Rockefeler Foundation this week announced a $405,000 progra-rn to
oreali the circle of inadequate
teaching at predominately Negro
colleges and universities.
The organization said the
funds would be used to create
five institutes to provide intensive courses in latest developments for Negro teachers from
70 accrediated, four-year colleges
-mostly in the South--with predominately Negro students.

The prog?am was coordinated by the American Council
on Education (ACE) and its
Committee on Equal Educational Opportwuty.
A spokesman for the foundations said the institutes were
aimed at sharpening the teaching tools of Negro educators.
"Students entering Negro colleges are usually inadequately
prepared for higher education,"
the officials said. "They come
from secondary schools that are
understaffe<!_ and underequlpped,

301 Prove
''Too'' Smart

Payne, llmmy L. Perryman, Florence ·
R. Pettis, Earl 0 . Pike, Herman R. Por•
ter, Robert G. Pringle, John E. Pry,

Karin W. Quirk, Kenneth Ray, John R.
R. Rehn, Robin C. Reid,
Timothy C. Robberson, Dorothy C. Rob•
erts, MIidred N. Robinson, Eugene C.
Rosenquist, Gary A. Rust.
Also Meredith A. Sage, Dennis A. Sanders, Joan L. Schindler, Clarice L.
Schorzman, Mlckty B, Schultz, Jean T.
Schwantz, JJ!lmes C. Scott, Martin F.
Seedorf, Richard E. Shaver, Gordon R.
Sherling, Judy A. Sh-,rry, James c.
Simpson, Jack L. Smiley, Barton L,
Smith, Edith A. Smith, Joan H. Smith,
Jon D. Smith, Kathryn M. Smith, Ruth
M. Smith, Ma.rk E. Snow, George A.
Sparks, Mickey L Stack, Kay A. Stampe,
Philip W. Stohs, John R. Stone, Kath•
leen M. Stone, Kenneth C. Storkson,
Douglas W. Strayer, Kathryn J. Suess,
Irma C. Tee, Duane M. Thompson, Rod·
ney J. Thompson, Melody E. Thomsen,
rrudy A. Thomson, Carl D. Toombs,
Patricia A. Towne, Peggy D. Tu~nbough.
Also Carrie M. Unger, John F. Urban,
Charlotte G. Vagenas, Ce.rol S. WaAner,
Retta K. Walker, Gordon L. Wttllace,
Kenneth L. Ward, Jerry W . W-tt, Garv
A. Westerman, Sandra E. WUks, WII•
Reed, Mary

Despite the proverbial tendencies accompanying spring, 307
EWSC students made the necessary grades.
The dean's spring-quarter honor roll, boasting 32 perfect GPA's,
is as follows:
James A. Beck, Linda R. Berntson,
Arthur Bousquet, Shella A. Cleghorn,
Karen
L. Dokken, Joice
Doolittle,

Charles A. ·Downing, Lynda F. Fisher,
Carol R. Ross, Susan M. Hall, Charles
M. Hamers, Jacqueline Humphreys,
Kathleen G. Jacobson, Susan C. Jacobson, Paul V. Johnson, Bettie L. Jurgensen, Judy E. Kauffman, Theodore L.
Leavitt, Gordon J. McLaughlin, Douglas w. McPhee, Glamplero Pecelll,
Karen L. Richardson, Carol L. Sayles,
Virginia L. Schons, Richard L. Schubert, 11am K. WIiiiams, Betty J . WIison. June
Grace C. Shadduck, Janice R. Sletager; L. WIison, Terence D. WIison, Thomas
1 81111•
D. Stanley, Edgar A. Stimson, W. WIison, Joanne M . Winkler. Charles
Jr., Glennie R Webb, Nadine W. West E. Wohlcke, Andrew T. Yamo9lwa, Marand Richard L. Zornes.
lorle w. Yarnell, Ross s. Ytarout and
Other students on the roll posting
Valerle A, Zellerhoff.
·
-3.21 and above, Include Barbara L. Ad·
•ams, Thomas J. Ager, Janet S. Alexan•
der, Sharron M. Allen, Gerald o. An• •
dersGn, Karen D. Anderson, Terry M. •
Anderson, Dan A. Andrews, Alwlnn L.
Angell, Bonnie S. Baker, Doris L. Ba•
ker, Larry D. Baker, Joseph M. Barrow,
Judy E. Barton, Sharon L. Bates, Barret
P. Beaupre, Thomas A Becker, Don W.
Behrman, Judith K, Bensen, Joy E.
Berg, Wayne R. Berg, Verna J. Bergmark, Patricia A. Betcher, Keith G. 1
Bieber, Stephen c. Bisset, Dean F.
Blount, Carol L. Bohn, Frederick P.
Bonk, Tamra C. Booth, Martorle E.
Bouteile, Geraldine o. Bowles Donna
, M. Brandenbua,i, WIiiiam L. Br1te, Kenneth A. Broadt, John J. Brooks, Jose•
phlne E. Buehler, Katherine L. Bush,
WIiiiam E. Bardwell, Robert C. Burger, Joyce M. Burley, Esther J. Buse.
Also James E. Caddy, Robert L. Carr,
Shell• R. Catterall, Albert N. Chlmlentl,
Rose E. Christensen, Bonnie L. Coe, RoJella J. Coleman, Terry L. Connole,
Ronald C. Coolbaugh, Donald E. Corrler, Lynn A. Cox, Jerry R. Cross, '
Robert R. Darlow Jerry Dally, Laurence E. Davis, Mary Ellen F. Dean,
Myrna H. Decker, Joanne C. Derbawka,
Carol L. Devary, Urgen K. DeVoe, WII•
llam 8. DeVoe, Carol M. Dormaier, Betty
L. Dorsey, Joanne M Dowling, WIiiard
B. Droke, Ronald E. Duel John H. Eckhart, Cathie R. Egger, Robert M. Elgell,
' Frea C. Enlow, WIiiiam 5. EntwlsHe,.
Robert F. Ernst, Jean E. Featherstone,
Janet 0. Fellows, Julie A. Fenske, Karen R. Ferrell, Doris E. Fisher, Irene C.
!Fleenor, Michael T. Forney, Leslie J.
Francis, Norma J Fulton, Pamela K.
Furness, Terrill W. Freeman, Joann R.
.Fricke.
Also Ralph T. Gamon, Dorothy B.
George, F-lash Gibson, Linda M. Gibson,
Larry A. Gllllngham, Neva T. Goerner,
Kenneth L. Goldman, Warren E. Gree•
ley, Kathleen D. GrHn, Susan C. Greening, Marilyn J. Grube, Julie A. Gunn,
Dorothy L. Gustin, Marie J. Gutierrez,
Albert L. Halverson, Anita G. Hanes,
Kathy J. Hanson, Alex M Harper, Don•
•aid J. Haskins, Ronald W. Hausken,
Alan D. Healy, Michael J. Healy,
Zlnlta L, Helkell, Betty J. Hentges,
Alvin E. Herman, Dennis R. Hoff,
, Bonnie Hofmann, Charlotte J. Hof•
man, James O. Holloway, Margaret
J. Hood, James G. Howe, Keith C. Huet•
son Carol E. Huff, Sandra L. Isham,
Richard D. Jacquot Sanda L. Jameson,
Sharon L. Janson, Vincent R. Jarvis,
Dona I. Jensen, Craig O. Johnson, David•
,8. Johnson, Gary V. Johnson, Kaye A.
Johnson, Lawrence B. Johnson, Richard
W. Johnson, William E. Johnson.
AJso Reece C. Kelly, Linda A . Ken• ,·
dall, MIies G. Kinzer, Dorothy E. Kirkwood, Joanne E. Klein, Luella V. '
'Knight, Ronald N. Knoshaug, Ruth A.
Knopp, Ka.y R. Kober, Roxanne L. Koes- '
ter, Kaarlna H. Kosklmles, Robert L.
Krullac, Carole W. Kuklewskl, Carole
L. Lacombe, Joan M. Lake, Gary B. '
Lansing, Bruce C. Lelbrecht, Dennis C.
Lenz, Richard C. Leonard, Ga~e G. Lib•
erty, Carol J. Link, Bert N. Lomax,
Harold L. Lotzenhlser, JeaMe M. Luse,
Nancy Luther.
Also Michael E. Maler, Gary 5. Mar•
• tin, Gary L. Martin, Wayne L. Martin,
Richard J. Mather, Lee R. Matthews,
Patricia J. Maurer, John A. Mccallum,
Gloria S. McCuddln, Vickie L. Mcfee,
.John P. McGIii, Janis K. McGraw, ,
Thomas F. McLaughlin, Stephanie J. ,
M~uJlln, Charles N, McNutt, Anton J.
MIiier, Jacqueline R. MIiier, Letha H. ·
MIiier, Jerry A. Mlnchlnton, Woodrow '
T. Minick, Venice Mohlman..t Robert D.
t,\orlg, Del C. Morse, •tephen R.
Muench, Frederick H. Muhs, Barry R.
Nance, Keith Neal, Allan E. Neils, Rob•
\ert c. Nelson, Doris M, Nicholson,
Thomas C. Nielsen, John R. Norberg,
Richard J. Nye.
Also Mary E. Oehler, Janet L. Olson,
Verna C. Olson, Karen A. Omoto, Penny
J. O•Neal, Esther Y. Otomaru, Harold A.
Ott, Jr., Evelyn C. Painter, Betty M.
Parker, Sandra L._ Pa!"k_e_!' K!._nn L.

I
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ton university.
A maximum of 50 Negro teachers will attend each institute on
a first -come, first -served basis.
The history and physics ses.
sions will last seven weeks, the
rest will end after eight weeks.
Teachers will be given rooms at
the various campuses ·and a $105
stipend week;ly for room and
board ,a nd other expenses, plus
allowance for travel, 'books, and
equipment.

and they have been taught by within the Negro educ'.:ation sysmen and women who have them- tem.
"The intensive summer instiselves been the victims of the
tutes are one way of possibly
same system.
breaking this circle."
"Negro colleges have been
The institutes involved are:
forced to resort to remedial
In biology, June 22, at the Uniwork at the sacrifice of normal
versity of North Carolina.
college-level study," the offl.
In English, June 20, at Indiana
clals said.
"When the graduate of a Ne - , University.
In history, June 15, at the Cargro college then goes to teach as
negie Institute of Technology.
more than 50 per cent do, in a
In mathematics, June 15, •a t the
Negro college, the deficiencies in
his background perpetuate low- University of Wisconsin.
In physics, June · 22, at Princeer standards of achievement

What's In~ Narne?
Question Students

Anclerson,
Senior Choose
Women's residences elected officers last week and planned
summer social functions.
Senior HE1ll women chose
Yvonne Knut'h, senior, for president; Ca-rolyn Chase, sophomore,
secretary-treasurer; a nd Lennie
Husen, junior, social chairman.
st
wI'she f~ t~:S~tory g~~!~~~~~~
Wednesday evening at Senior
Hall.
·
is
Joanne Dow1ing, senior,
president of Louise Anderson
Hall. Vicki Maher, a junior, is
secretary-treasurer. The social
·
i J
B
k
ch airman s eanne ergmar •
~u~~~ students at Pearee Hall
do not elect officers for the summer session.

B

1

Lenn,i e Huaen

What's in a n:ame? Have you ever wondered where -the
names Senior, Martin, Sutton or Woodward came from?
Three of the ·b uildings on Eastern's campus have been
named in honor of former presidents of the college. Showalte.r. Hall, created in 1915 to replace the small frame
building which housed the Cheney State Normal School
destroyed by fire in 1912, was named in honor of N.
Showalter, President of the Normal School in 1910.

n:

Ratcliffe Hall (the Speech ciin:~
i )
h
d b th
h00l
c ' was
ase of YC. W.
e scRatafter
thepure
death
cliffe in 1947.
Also in 1947, EWsc" M;mori~l
Fi ldh
,
e
ouse opened for instruc- ,
tion and was dedicated in honor
of th e Alumni· and former students killed in World War U.j
Woodward Field (the football
field below the ffeldhouse) hon- i
d Arth
ore
· ur C. Woodward, who :
was head of the P. E. department
:
Senior Hall was openecfin 1000 tor 25 Y-ears.
for senior women only. This was Four inore buildings· wE?regtV:'
also the first year that there was en names last spring by the
a fourth year at the Cheney State board of trustees but these
NQrmal School._
buildings are still in the plan- ·
~ing stag~._ _ _ .
_
_J
Sutton Hall, the first dormitory
· !constructed for men in 1923, was
A dormitory -ho'USing-24(fwom. '
·named in honor of Senator Sut- en was named the Cecil Dryden·.
ton, whose estate occupied the Hall. Miss Dryden was an assoarea behind the Fieldhouse. He ciate professor of history from
was a director of the Board of 1923 to l957. The new library
:Trustees in the early twenties.
was named the John F. Kennedy
_ __ _ :... , Memorial Libra!'.I!- - - - - Louise Anderson, head of the
-· ·
,Home Economics department
-·other bufidings being planned ·
from 1915 to 1956, was likewise are the Benjamin J. Cheney In.
;honored when the third worn- dustrial Arts Center and the Crelen's dormitory (Louise Anderson atlve Arts Department.
·· · Hall) was constructed in 1951.
-The new men's dormitory with
'a capacity for housing 440 stu1dents, opened Winter Quarter. It
- ~- -- - .
~as named in honor of George
According
to
the
A.S.C.
Chair:Pearce, head of maintenance at
man,
Bob
Clark,
Eastern
is in
Eastern for nearly 38 years. The
dire,.
need
of
a
new
duplicating
,new food center, also opened this
!Past year, received its na_me !_r~!_l'l - machine.
The A. B. ·Dick Company has·
' the original women's honorary shown three dif-f erent models.
(Tawanka) which later became John W. Graham Company is
I Spurs.
scheduled to show their machines
on Friday. The Council is
r- Martin Hall, completed in 1935;
considering
both the hand crank
honored Governor C. D. Martin, a
and
the
automatic
machines.
_resident of Cheney.

Richard T. Hargraves: presi:-.dent in 1926, was honored in
1940 with the dedication of the
Hargraves Library. And in 1956,
th·e Walter W. Isle Memorial Union opened-named in honor of
Isle. oresident i""11 1943.
----- .--The first women's dormitpry
(Monroe Hall) was completed in
,.,
1916, and named in honor of .1V.1.rs.
Mary A. Monroe, President of the
Board _of Tru__stees__at_th__~_t __ti_me_.__
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Machi•n e Needed

Reddy KiloWatt·,r:
-..1nv1tes you ;fo •• ~
••

•

•

I

"GD IDEAS!"
".Reddy" lnvJ♦4K all students to come
to the WWf Reaearch Center to
get ideas for · themes •ncl to_plo
a11ignm1nfl. You'I find

·ca wealt~ of helpful
literature to ohot11
from,

The WWP Student ·R•·
search Center Is open
weekdays I to • free service .,,
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Art Ant-ics

1

JULY
J,·rtends of Robert Hanrahan.
Assistant Professor of the Art
Staff, will be interested in knowing of his va~ation activities tn
Port Townsend, Wash. Mr. Hanrahan is engaged in a "busman's
holiday" painting between considerable fishing activities. His
wife and one son are accom;I• panying him.
- --wcixyMoody Nude - - Opal Fleckenstein and Karl
Morrison are ,b oth represented in
the Invitational Painting Show
which initiates the open of the
' First National Bank of Spokane.
Mrs. Fleckenstein's painting is
an encuastic (melted wax painting) with the title of "Moody
Nude." The show opened July 1,
and 12 oainters of the Pacific
Northwest are hanging. It is
open to the public without
charge. The small gallery is
inside the new facilities which
are part of the Lincoln First Na.

;'·~ r

SAIAE
This Sale has a wide selection of tables, chairs, carpets, housewares and appliances. You will find just
the right item for your home
or apt. at a price you want
to

~j: ~i~~b~~t !~~,~~n p~1~t~i~;s

1
~~ .
I ---- - . . --~
-'··- . . , , ., , .
.·
the State Museum in Olympia,
JU·NIOR DJ'S GE'M"UfG AN EMU.Y STAllT IN BROADCASTING-Linda Simpson ~atches while Lynn- 1for an exhibition of the work
Hosaom tries his hand at broadcasUng oftr KEW C during the high school summer Creative Arts of Eastern Washington Artists.
Session. June 15 to July 4. Both stud.en.ts are Cheney residents and Miss Simpson was the Editor of . His companion ~n exhibition in
this yegr's high school _summer series• annual.
the show is JosepJJ, . .I~a'.':lghtery
vho .is represented with a piece
of
marble sculpture. Both are
i
imembers of the EWSC Art department,--· --- -· -

~rmeir EaStern Student
Con Wins West Point Honors

Robert Trumbull, New York
Times' chief foreign correspondJere M. Richardson, former
ent for China and Southeast Asia, Eastern student, received top
will ·s peak at 8:15 p.m., July 14, West Point •h onors during the
.in Showalter auditorium.
June 3 graduation. ceremonies.
Mr. Trumbull, best selling auHe received seven separate
thor of "The Raft" and other awards. Among these awards
novels, returned to the U. S. was the Francis Vinton Greene
from Saigon, South Vietnam, just Memorial Award; a set of books;
before the coup against the Diem the Robert~- Lee Saber given by
regime.
' the United Daughters of the ConWhile in Saigon he frequently federacy; the Clifton Carroll C~rintervlewed members of the Diem ter Awards, a pi's tol, given ·b y
circle, including the late Pre$• Mrs. Mai C. Carter as a memoldent and Madame Nhu. He also ,rial to the late Brigadier · Genercovered the 'position and atti- al Clifton Oarroll Carter; a siltudes of the opposing camp.
ver cigarette box given by· the
As a correspondent he report- Society, Daughters, United States
ed· some of the toughest combat ; Army, for the highest rating in
in the Pacific theatre of World Advanced Chemistry; a transisWar II and was aboard the Mis- : tor radio given by the Armed
souri for the signing of the sur- Forces Communications, an Elecrender.
tronics Association, for the highHe has · been on · the spot tor est rating in electricity; a cammost of the major_ crises i-n Asia era, given ·b y the Veterans of
since the seco!'d World War and I Foreign Wars of the United
has reported events from G"an- States for the highest rating in

Don't

miss

this

Home Furnishings Sale, beginning Monday, July 13,
Downtown & Northtown.

'f H
_Eifl]I'~ ~ES<;,:JiliI
-e . . - -

,· Downtown-Northtown

oC .Tuly 13 to
no-credit Art'
.Workshop sponsored by the Art
department. Hours are from 2 to ·
5, daily. Director of the workshop
will be Mrs. Nancy Watkins representing the Binney and Smith
1
Company. Anyone interested in
the Workshop should contact Mr.
Karl Morrison, Chairman of the
Art Department, to reserve a
'p lace. The workshop is limited
to 50 people. All material is furnished by the Director. There
will be discussions and partici- .
,Patlons with· various Art material~.

th~ week
117,During
there will be a

physics, and the Col. James L.
Walsh Memorial award, a rifle,
given by the American Ordnance J
Association, for the highest rat- .
ing in Ordnance Engineering.
Senator Warren G. Magnuson,1
wired Richardson "heartfelt congratulations and good wishes
from all of us w:ho have worked
with you, Including your teachers and fellow citizens of Washington State who are extremely·
proud of what you have done
and are doing for oul' nation."
Prior to attending Eastern,
Richardson attended John Rogers high school. He wa·s editor
of his junior high school newspaper and won the outstanding
journalist award at John Rogers
high. He also participated in .
football, basketball and track
while maintaining membership
on the high school honor roll
during his entire four years of
study.

.. .

FRENCH,
DANISH,
A·F RICAN.
IAPANBSB,
INDIAN
SWISS,
GERMAN,

••creanvity In Living"
October 16 and 17, in Yakima,
Wash., there will take place the
annual Washington Art Associ.a tion conference. This is open to
all teachers in the Inland Empire, and will provide demonstrations of techniques and materi•
als and exhibitions of school art
I·--·
- ..
. -·
work. It will -also include several
- ~~~ r!!~t:sination to the Vietlectures and panel discussions. '
Art films will be presented and
Robert Trumbull's timely ~l/lflfi
$
critiqued.
says have also been run by "The- . ·
i Friday, October 16, is one of
Reader's Digest" and "Colliers,•~ _:__ . .
'
and he is currently writing a
' Archie Hornfelt has been · i -p·- j the two days state administra- t
book which will present frank , Captain Gary W. Dalzell has
pointed acting chairman of the , tions have set aside to allow
comment on Asian affairs.
been assigned to Eastern's ROTC
Industrial and Practical Arts. De- such conferences as these to be
J department as an assistant propartment for the summer.
scheduled. The theme of the confessor ,of Military Science.
Former chairman, Dr. Loyd W. ference is "Creativity in Living." -.11~~~~t;;a;:=....;,....,;,;..t:f
Commissioned under WashingVandeBerg will be teaching at If further information is desired, 11
GOJm·
01:'DDf..-' .- ·.J·
ton State University's ROTC prothe University of Hawaii until contact the Art Office, Showalter ,
I On Miami's dowptown streets, gram, Captain Dalzell has re- the end of next summer. While 301, Karl Morrison or Esther
SPOKANE.
D),o_
r e Spanish than English can be cently completed the advanced
Dr. VandeBerg is away, classes Gingrich.
bieaN at ttm.ea. Some 65,000 'refli- course of Infantry Officer School ·formerly taught by him are begees from ·-Communist. Cuba have at Fort Benning, Ga.
,ing taught by Mr. Orland B. Kilbeeft . ~ with the-"help of
Captain Dalzell is presently )in.
SEE ME FOR YOUR INSURANCE
the Mt,amt_ CUpan l_l..~UCM..-Cf;Dter,.' training cadets at the Fort Lew- · . Next fall Dr. Robert E. Wool- •
AND INVESTMENT NEEDS
dridge will return to EWSC to
;b.l· cltiea· ~ o u t thl·.~ tecf is ROTC summer camp and will
'
tat,&:_
': soon bring his family to their ,becom.e chairman of the depart. new home in Cheney.
_ _ _ ment. He is currently teaching
at Oregon State College.

-New Instructor

]

t'•_____________1_

'JJaft'- Autltor

Speaks at

pay.

ti onal Bank.

·,

~

Home
~urnishings

Archie Hornfel,-'

,._omeS f O ROTC ., ,-_Ufflffle~ Leacler

a

1

.sn.•

FOR INSUR·ANCE

THE
CHENEY

FIRE
TRIP TRANSIT

BAPTIST

out.BOARD .MOTOR
I . ··
A,UTO

300 north 2nd

CHURCH

. . VACATION
HO.Mli OWNERS
JEWELRY

Sunday School,
Worship,

BOOTS Insurance
AGENCY, CHENEY'

GARNETT BOOTS

.

235-4453

IO A. M. ,
11 A. M.
7 P. M.

. . . a warm welcome

awaits you, . . .

AMICK CHAMPE
Pastor.

•------------~-.:.-----------r-•
Don Rappe
OFFICE

HOME

FA 7-3352

FA7-2868

CENTRAL LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY

FOR
GLASSES AND CONTACT LENSES
SEE,

GLEN L. THAVIS, Inc.
DISPENSING OPTICIANS
SPOKANE
JAMES W. GUMP
MAdison 4-9209
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Easternites Express
Concern for Colo
Volunteers in Soutl,
By JIM KIM
''I'm scared, but ... " These are
the words of 280 student rights
volunteers who poured into Mississippi where three young rights
workers mysteriously disappeared
and are still missing. These students are involved in a social, national, racial issue.
A risk of being beaten or arrested or killed is foreseeable, but
more students are expected to
leave for the South after having
their cars "bomb-proofed" and
gas tank caps locked. They leave
to help the Negro exercise his
right to vote.
"We students must participate
in the total society," says Kenneth F . Keen, EWSC graduate
student in education, who was
asked for his views on the student
Mississippi project. He indicated
the inclusive huml).n society in
which students are not merely
"observers" but "participants" in
the greatest human interests.
The rights volunteers, trained
in Western College for Women at
Oxford, Ohio, come from campuses
throughout the nation, including
Oberlin, Harvard, Princeton, Iowa,
Reed and Radcliffe.
About 80 per cent are white
students, of which two-thirds are
male. These unpaid workers are
sponsored by the Council of Federated Organizations
(COFO)
which includes the National Council of Churches.
"The federal government shouldn't send the U. S. troops down t::>
Mississsippi to protect simply the
rights volunteers," says Don Stuner, senior, "for the state government is supposed to take care of
racial violence."
Stuner, s·t udent in economics,
said he couldn't apprehend the objectives of the student rights volunteers.
President Johnson recently or-

Bits & Pieces
Aiiimnl Association ·- scholarships went to incoming freshmen Larry M. Ricker, a Central
Valley graduate, and to Judith
M. Sattler, from Shadle Park.
Larry E. Esler, another Shadle
Park graduate, was awarded the
Spokane Club scholarship.

entry-

Examining the development ot
the European economic community in terms of future economic
progress abroad will be done during the week of July 20 through
27. Dr. Carl Landauer, Professor
of Economics at the University
of California at Berkeley, will
,explore these problems.
Leading lectures and classroom discussions combined with
observation of Campus School ·
Students, Mrs. Bernice Lee, Seattle Public Schools, will cover
phonics, oral reading, independent work activities and comprehension. Section two begins July
13, and ends July 31.

W e~ay,
_. __ ...,
J··•
...,.y 8., 1864,

More Quality Wanted:
!/n AmBrican Education in

Dr. E. W. StrQ.ng, chancellor
f ered to many young persons
of the University of California this country. There is a great
at Berkeley, has called for an deal that needs to be done to
improvement in quality of edu- improve and amplify that opporcation without overlooking the tunity."
"disadvantaged'' student.
The chancellor said, "In our
Strong made the statement
concern to make special efforts
at the University Honors Day
in education .for a higher yield
Convocatlon which honored · from the ablest students, we
students for academic excel•
must also in conscience be conlence.
cerned to make special efforts
"Throughout this country there to enable the disadvantaged stuis a growing recognition that dents to surmount handicaps
our future well-being depends that keep them from realizing
upon how adequately our edu- their individual capacities for
cational system equips young growth and achievement.
men and women with needed
"It is the moral responsibility
skills," he said.
of our democratic society to pro"Our educational institutions vide as well as it can for the
are now striving, as never be- education of every youngster; it
fore, for improvement of their is the arduous task of the
quality," he said.
.
schools, colleges and universi, However, he quickly added, ties to bring forth from thef r
"We cannot now take pride in students the best of which they
the educational opportunity of- are capable!."

dered the FBI to send more agents
(exact numbers are not available)
Right after graduation, Luella
to the troubled area. Three hun- Knight
and Malcom Swanson,
dred sailors were also added to our "My 2c Worth" columnists
the original already stationed in from last quarter, tied the knot
the state, making a total of 400 and sashayed off to Darrington
sailors assigned South to deter on the coast, where Mal will
teach history and take over the
any outbreak of racial violence.
Fear of such outbreak smolders high school paper.
in the Deep South. Gov. Paul B.
iastern's in the Tokyo
Johnson of Mississippi is making "Olympics, Toby GP>son, took
new laws dealing with the out- himself a bride last Saturday at
side rights workers, and the state Mary Queen Catholic church in
and local police forces are Spokane. She is the former Anna
strengthened with tear-gas guns, Poydras, daughter of the Chester
, reports one news source.
'Poydras of 2717 N. Regal. A hon"They
(student volunteers) eymoon was postponed while
must have a kind of curiosity; Toby fills a summer job for
rather than a martyr's spirit to Washington Water Power and
see the inside of the South," said Anna finishes a business course
Charles Ogston, -junior, political _a t Kinman in Spokane.
science student at Eastern.
Ogston said that the racial problem in the South is unlikely to be
solved soon, by any means.
THE ADAMS
Only 6.6 per cent (28,000) of
4,222,256 eligible Negroes in MisDistinctive design and modern styling
sissippi are registered to vote. Total registration for whites comes
in genuine Walnut veneers and seto 525,000.
lected hardwood solids. It features
A business group in Florida is
the
23" TV picture tube, the CM S'pereported as being disposed to accept the rights bill which now
cial 16 Chassis with 21,000 volts of
has become law. But, in St. Aupicture power and a big 5" oval, frontgustine another mind exis.ts as ramounted hi-fi speaker.
cial violence spreads from the
street to the swimming pool and
95
even the ocean. ·
"We should accept the decision
suunted
w/t,.de
of Congress on the rights bill,"
All Channel UHF Tuner optional ,... $20.00
says Richard Moore, senior from
Idaho, social science student, "for
that is the majority ruling."
Will white citizens of the South
accept this majority ruling of
Congress without more bloodshed?
lt is a question uppermost in• the
minds of all of us, and at Eastern, as elsewhere in this country,
the students seem deeply concerned with the ~loody rift that
threatens the nation.

Reta!13 9
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. . A PROD·UCT OF CURTIS MATHES . .

H·O:LMES HARDWARE
CHENEY

A historical field trip on Saturday, July 11.
The trip will take the visitors
1to such places as The Mullen
'Trail, Steptoe Butte, The Cashup
Hotel, The Battle of Four Lakes
and the Battle of Rosalia.
Those who are going will leave
at 8 a.m. and will be back in
time for the noon meA 1.

Camping Equipment ·
Lawn. Furniture
Complete Fishing Gear
Baseball, Golf and Tennis
Equipment
Picnic Supplies
Barbecue Apparatus
and
Television Repair
at

Softball Team

Seeks Plagers
Turnouts are open to anyone
and a league could be ·formed if
enough inte·r est is shown.

1

.

-

The preferred time for games
is Tuesday or Thursday after•
noons or evenings, but Monday
or Wednesday would be acceptable.
With no games on the docket,
the team is on the prowl for possible challene-ers.
, Eastern's men's softball team
[held its flrst practice Tuesday,
,June 30th, with 22 potential
)·11embers on_..hand.

FOR

DRY CLEANING
ALTERATIONS --ancl LAUNDRY
.

\

See

THE CITY DRY CLEANERS
CHENEY

• Television
• AM-FM Radio
• Stereo Phono
• Color Television

:J uly Worlrsltops Trip Planned
South and Southeast Asia, the
European Common Market, and
primary reading will highlight
July workshops. .
. Problems of South and Southeast Asia and American int~rest
.in the region are being studied
during July 6 to 17. Dr. Satnam
Mahmud, a _member of the directing staff in the Pakistan Administrative Staff College in Lahore, Pakistan is conducting the
work13hoo.
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Communists in Tea~hing Debated
Montana Kaimin:
#heu1~r . Communists

should
be allowed to teach in U. s. universities was debated last night
by a philosopher and a speech
professor before a Tuesday Topics audience of about 70, a record for spring quarter.
John F. Lawry, assistant professor of philosophy, took the at.
firmative and spoke first. He
called for the orderly admittance of Communists to the staffs
of American universities to help
disperse the individual's ignorance of what's going on in a
world coated with prejudice.
"We don't want an illiterate
electorate, and this is what we've
got," he affirmed.
Ralph Y. McGinnis, professor
of speech, submitted that "any
one Communist is too many" on

Nelson Speaks
At ·Luncheon

the staffs of U. S. colleges. The
Communi'Sts
"are
destroying
what we believe in and stand
for today" to the extent that the
United States would never be
able to regain it, he said.
Prof. McGinnis frequently expressed the fear that a hardnosed Communist would actively teach his ideology of world
domination through the violent
overthrow of existing non-Communist governments. He quoted
the Russian constitution and
showed that alleged freedoms
for the people are not actual and
that Communist countries have
no semblance of the system of
freedom maintained in the United States.
Because "they would not accord me the same rights and
privileges a'S I would accord

Pltysically Fit
Cadets lauded

"One-hundred percent physically
fit" is the latest word from
Dr. Leslie W. Nelson, Los AnFort
Lewis,
Wash., where EWSC
5eles State Colleg~ professor of
education, spoke at a luncheon advanced cadets are undergoing
meeting of the EWSC Delta Psi six weeks of training.
Sergeant Vaughn, of Eastern's
chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, on
ROTC department, said all 50 of
Thursday, July 2.
Members of Phi Delta Kappa, EWSC's cadets passed their physan international fraternity for ical examinations at Fort Lewis
men in education, heard Dr. Nel- with flying colors.
This rigorous
examination
son speak on the topic, "The
helps determine whether the-.
Adolescent's Story."
His speech included an expla- ROTC cadet will become a future
nation of the attitude scale he United State .. :irmy officer, theredeveloped for Contracosta coun- fore Eastern's ROTC cadets have
ty in California. This scale completed an important step in
showed the attitudes of adoles- their training.
cents in high school toward different aspects of life and toward
themselves.
Dr. Nelson is a visiting professor on the ~WSC summer facul-

f,-i.d ay Night
At the Movie

tv.

Friday, July 10, at 8:15 p.m.
the film "Saskatchewan" will be
shown in Martin Auditorium.
The film stars Alan Ladd,
Shelley
Winters, J. Carroll Naish,
Dr. Satnam Mahmud of the and Hugh
O'Brien.
directing staff of the Pakistan AdA great !'ldventure in the Canaministrative Staff College of La- dian Rockies where Sgt. O'Rourke
hore and a member of the Eastern led the revolt of the Royal CanaWashington State College summer dian Mounties against the ram quarter faculty, will speak on paging Sioux after their defeat
"Problems Facing Southeast Asia" of General Custer. The movie is
Thursday (July 9).
in Technicolor.
Her talk will be at a luncheon
Other summer feature films
of the EWSC Delta Psi ch.a pter ,vill be:
of Phi Delta Kappa, international
Friday, July 17, "Lover Come
honorary fraternity for men in Back."
education. The noon meeting in
Friday, July 24, "The Far
Tawanka Commons on the EWSC Country."
campus is open to the public.

Asian Prolale•
1uncheo·n Topic

REXA1.1. TAN

them," the speech professor said
he is opposed to letting Communists teach in and disrupt the
American system.
In a rebuttal statement, Mr.
Lawry said that he doesn't want
the United •States to do the same
things· as Russia, and referred to
the academic restrictions in the
campuses in both countries as
an example.
Mr. Lawry, though he is personally against Communism, argued that the only way to see lf
there will be support for it is to
have it in the open and let persons decide for themselves.
Though he didn't think Communists had "a Chinaman's chance"
of converting the United States,
he maintained that open viewing
is the only way to conduct a society.

Friday, July ::Sl, "Come Sep- ·
tember."
Friday, August 14, "The Last
Snn~P.t."

CHEERFULNESS
Let us be of good cheer, re.

Prof. McGinnis took exception
to a completely open teaching
situation. He inpicated that
Communists, by their very nature, are underhanded and subversive and that Americans can't
deal with them on a completely
trusting level.
If Communist teachers would
serve to strengthen the U. S. system, then he would be in favor of•
thei- admittance to college staffs
Mr. McGinnis said. But, he added that Communists are clearly
dedicated to weakening the U. S.
government.
During the question and answer period an Italian student
explained that she had been
taught by Communist teachers
who had tried very hard to con•
vince her that the system was
good. She offered herself as an

.a.s~m,,I,

,:,\lbmlt your classmac:1 ads to the·
Easterner office. SUB 202, by
noon Friday f01' insertion in next
week's paper. Cost: 25c for 3
lines to students and faculty:
Standard rates for off•C'ampus individuals. No ads sold to busine11a....

membering that the misfortunes
hardest to bear are those whicl'
never hCIDJ)en.-Lowell.

w A.NTED - Cheney Implement
Company wants a part-time
bookkeeper-afternoon, approxi •
mat~ly 3 hours. Call 235-6678.

example of the student who was
not fooled, and maintained that
it is the student who learns who
has the responsibility t.o decide
what he will believe.
A student from Hungary, also
taught 1by Communists, took exception to the whole debate
question when he said that Communists wouldn't use the right
to teach in U. S. universities if
it was actual because they have
always followed Lenin's policy
of not instructing openly in free
societies. He said that Lenin denied this practice in favor of the
method of using front organizations to secretly subvert governments.
·

7eachers J'peak at
Tawanka Lunch

Or. Satnam 1\1:ahmud, teaching
this summer's workshop on
Southeast Asian problems will
speak at an 11:40 luncheon, on
fhursday, July 9, in Tawanka
Commons. Her topic is "Problems
racing Southeast Asia."
"What Do You Mean-Professional ?" is the topic of Robert
Sethre, Director of Public Relations for the Washington Education Association. Sethre will
speak at anotl).er 11:40 Tawankr
. luncheon on July 16.

Romance in Food-Fiesta Fare
The outatandlng color, variety
and romance of South American
cuiaine make it a natural for an
entertaining theme. The next
time you want to treat the high
school and college crowd, or surprise sophisticates, give a fiesta.
All it takes to duplicate the frolicsome mood of one is a Latintype menu and striking south--of.
the-border decorations such as
muka, fun makers, carnival con•
fetti and streamers. Include ice
cold Coca-Cola as the beverage
and the meal will be eaten with
muoko gu.ato.
Chupe
2 tablespoons butter or

margarine
1 tablespoon minced onion
1 clove garlie, diced
l tomato, diced
2 tablespoons tomato sauce
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1/2 teaspoon marjoram
1 quart boiling water
1 pound raw shrimp, shelled
and deveined
2 cups diced raw potatoes
1 tablespoon raw rice
2 cups whole corn kernels
1/2 cup fresh or frozen
greenpeaa
l/4. cup cottage cheese
2 l/2 teaspoons salt
1-:•r,~, beaten
1 quart milk
Hot pepper sauce
Olives and hard.cooked eggs
for garnish
Melt butter in large saucepan.
Add onion, garlic, tomato, tomato sauce, the 1/2 teaspoon salt,
pepper and marjoram. Cook,
stirring for 8-minutes.- Add water, shrimp, potatoes and rice.
Simmer, covered, until shrimp
A.nd ootatoes are almost t.ender,

about 6•minutes. Stir in corn,
peas, cheese and the 2-1/2 teaspoons salt. Simmer until vegetables are tender. Combine egg
and milk and add slowly. Bring
to a boil. Season to taste with
pepper sauce. Serve garnished,
as de!5ired, with olives and hardcooked eigs. Yield: 8 quarts or
4 main-dish servings.
Corn Meal Spirala

1-1/2 cups sifted flour
1/2 cup yellow corn meal
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup shortening
1/2 CUD millr

Sift together flour,' corn meal,
baking powder and salt. Cut in
shorteninf finely. Add milk; mix
just unti dry ingredients are
dampened. Roll out on lightly
floured surface to 1/8-inch thickness. Cut into strips, 6 inches
long and 1/4-inch wide-; Press
ends of two strips together and
twist; seal other ends. Place on
baking sheet. Bake at 460° for
10 to 12 minutes, until lightly
browned. Yield: 2 dozen spirals.
Note: If desired, strips may
be brushed with milk or egg and
sprinkled with, ootwse salt Of'
'l)atyrika before baking. , ·

SMITH JEWELERS
CHENEY

